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The Daily Bull is probably not suitable for those under age 18 and should not be taken seriously...

Tanker Truck of Haterade
Overturns On Yooper Loop
by Nathan “Invincible” Miller ~ Daily Bull

In the second incident of its kind in the past year, a fully
laden semi-truck overturned on the Yooper Loop, spilling its cargo across multiple lanes and backing up traffic
throughout the Houghton/Hancock area. The tanker,
reported to be hauling Haterade brand flavored water
pumped from Misery Bay, was bound for Calumet to
prepare for the opening of the Copper Dog 150 sled
dog race.
“Personally, I’m glad it didn’t make it. I love carnage, especially when it comes at the expense of other people.
Ha!” exclaims Jay Stevens, an out-of-state snowmobiler
staying at the Downtowner motel near the epicenter
of the crash. “They should have thought about the
consequences of their actions before they were even
born! Scumbags, they can’t stop me, my snowmobile
doesn’t even drive on the road.”
Misery Bay has seen an upswing in water bottling companies in recent years, in part due to the natural tangy
taste of the water pulled from the local aquifer and
the strange side effects associated with drinking large
quantities of the drink. The FDA has yet to make an
official ruling as to whether the water increases human
testosterone levels, and while the bureaucratic logjam
continues, tens of thousands of Michiganders unknowingly may be decreasing their tolerance every day annoyances.
see Phillips on back
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Anne Hathaway Wins Oscar
by Alex Dinsmoor ~ Daily Bull

In a highly contested battle, Anne Hathaway won the
Oscar for the best on-screen haircut for the film Les
Miserables. Her performance in the film was touted
as one of the best-filmed haircuts in the history of the
Academy Awards.
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“The range emotions expressed through the scene in
which she gets a haircut are unprecedented from any
film before. Never before has a director of a film been
able to capture the raw emotion that is associated with
cutting of one’s hair. The viewer can clearly see her
inner feelings towards getting such beautiful hair cut;
one can almost say that the audience was experiencing
the haircut with her,” stated the Los Angeles Times in a
piece on the film.
The life changing performance didn’t just stop on the
screen. There have been reports of crew members
breaking into tears as the scene was filmed. “It was one
of the most beautiful things I’ve seen in my life,” one of
the crew members proclaimed, “I felt almost as if I too
was selling my hair and was getting it chopped off while
Anne sat there and received her signature ‘Miley Cyrus’
haircut. If only I could channel the beauty of such a haircut in my day to day life, then I can truly become god.”
Other film critics were critical of her performance based
upon the length of her appearance in the film.
“She performed on screen for almost no time in comparison with the other actors and even some extras in
see Flathead on back
I never did anything worth doing by accident, nor
did any of my inventions come by accident; they
came by work.
-- Plato

Who doesn’t like dinosaurs? Nobody. That’s right, nobody doesn’t like dinosaurs.
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Downtown Hancock, across from Finlandia
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Get A Large Studio Pepperoni
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Michigan Tech chemical engineer Olivia Zajac was walking downtown at the time of the accident and was one of the
first on the scene, pulling bodies from the wreckage and leading others to safety.
“Anyone within 50 feet of the crash who may have been splashed by the Haterade immediately became irritable and
almost impossible to work with. After maybe an hour or so, the Haterade began to evaporate and blow through
downtown Houghton, upsetting practically everyone and ruining at least 3 people’s days. I tried to help them, but
I was all like, ‘Screw those jerks, I don’t have time for this. Gotta get some freakin’ Taco Bell.’ Then I punched out a
headlight and walked home.”
Representatives for at the Haterade bottling plant near Misery Bay could not be reached for comment. When investigators visited the area, they found the bottling plant completely engulfed in flames with the heads of what appeared
to have been employees mounted on stakes in the parking lot. Tire tracks burned into the pavement led to a vehicle
that had been driven straight through the ice on Lake Superior. No survivors have been found.
Protesters were quick to jump at the perceived cause of the panic taking the region. “Bottled water is the root of all
evil! Bottled water destroys the environment and your mind!” shouted the protestors parading on the lift bridge and
causing further traffic chaos. “Anyone that drinks bottled water should be shot on sight! Tear out their hearts and
throw them down the steps of their failed empires!”
“I bet the driver was a communist,” says Jay Stevens. “I’ve heard that communists are susceptible to throwing tantrums like that. Idiots.”
Following a period of particularly blustery weather during the night, no trace of the Haterade remained on the Yooper
Loop. Tempers have subsided temporarily while regulators make their final decision on everyone’s favorite new local
beverage.
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the film, yet her performance is being
hailed as one of the best of the year?
There are many actresses in other
films that played increasingly more
significant roles that received haircuts
that would more merit this award.”
When on stage for her acceptance
speech, Hathaway was careful to
thank those who got her who helped
her along the way. “First and foremost
I would like to thank that person who
cut my hair. I really could have not
have done this without you. You are
truly a special person. In addition I
would like to thank the knife you used,
since if it weren’t so sharp, the scene
may have been a failure.” After finishing up her speech, the audience proceeded to give Hathaway a standing
ovation that lasted a record breaking
7 minutes, causing the Oscars to end
later than their scheduled time.
After such success in this role, Hathaway has announced she is going to
do a sequel to Les Miserables coming
out next fall; Les Miserables 2: Haircutting with Brittany Spears.

